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Abstract

Incorporating terminology into a neural
machine translation (NMT) system is a
feature of interest for many users of ma-
chine translation. In this case study of
English–French Canadian Parliamentary
text, we examine the performance of stan-
dard NMT systems at handling terminol-
ogy and consider the tradeoffs between po-
tential performance improvements and the
efforts required to maintain terminological
resources specifically for NMT.

1 Introduction

Incorporating data from a specialized or particu-
lar lexicon is a commonly-desired property of neu-
ral machine translation (NMT) systems used in
computer-aided translation settings. A number of
approaches have been proposed for this, includ-
ing modifications to decoding, training systems for
special behavior, and training with external lexi-
cons. Results vary, highlighting the fact that they
navigate a difficult compromise between impos-
ing specific lexical choices on the decoder, and
interfering as little as possible with its behavior
(Yvon and Rauf, 2020). Parallel to this, lexical
resources developed by terminologists and trans-
lators are not necessarily designed and formatted
with NMT requirements in mind, and not all terms
they contain naturally lend themselves to incorpo-
ration: for example, it may be difficult to process
terms with many morphological variants or terms
whose translation depends on the context. Extract-
ing these resources’ content for NMT and main-
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taining the two resources in sync may pose practi-
cal challenges. In light of this, it is reasonable to
ask when, how, and whether it is worth implement-
ing these methods in a real-life, practical setting.

Here, we use the scenario of Canadian Parlia-
mentary translation as a case study to examine
questions about terminology and machine trans-
lation performance. The data we use consists
of transcriptions and translations of speech in the
Canadian House of Commons (the proceedings, or
Hansard), with most speech originally in English
(then translated to French), a much smaller part
spoken in French (then translated to English), and
a very small fraction in other languages. Parlia-
mentary translators have access to a document that
provides guidance on terminology, from which we
have manually extracted word and phrase pairs.

We are interested in the following questions:

• In this specific case, should we attempt to ex-
plicitly handle terminology in our NMT sys-
tems? If so, how?

• More generally, in which scenarios does it
make sense to incorporate terminology into
an NMT system? What tradeoffs might re-
searchers and users want to consider?

With this data, we begin by examining just how
“usable” the terminology actually is for NMT in-
corporation, and how consistently it is used in hu-
man translations. We then compare how an NMT
system (without any special terminology handling)
performs on these terms, through both automatic
and manual evaluations.

In our analysis, we highlight the following con-
siderations for researchers and users of NMT in-
terested in handling terminology:

• How is the terminology bank formatted?



• How frequent is the terminology in the text?

• How consistently is it used by translators?

• How does an unaugmented NMT system per-
form?

In this particular use case, we find that the ter-
minology bank is appropriately designed for trans-
lator use rather than optimized for machine trans-
lation, the terms are relatively infrequent in the
corpus, there is a mix of how consistent the term
translations should be (even in high-quality hu-
man translations), and the NMT system performs
reasonably well on the terms that are most un-
ambiguous. For these reasons, there would be a
relatively high cost in terms of human time (to
produce and keep current an additional machine-
readable version of the term bank) to handle ter-
minology for a relatively small amount of poten-
tial improvement. Depending on translator pref-
erences and how much of a pain point terminol-
ogy errors are, there may be appropriate alterna-
tives, such as flagging potential terminology errors
(though these also come with their own costs). We
also discuss how the relative costs and payoffs may
differ in other settings.

2 Data

2.1 Fixed Terms
Parliamentary translators maintain a pair of inter-
nal documents called the Aide-mémoire du ser-
vice des débats, intended for those translating into
French, and Aide-mémoire for the House of Com-
mons, for those translating into English. Both doc-
uments contain a wealth of information regarding
structural, orthographic and typographical conven-
tions, common translation problems, etc. In par-
ticular, they each contain an alphabetical list of
terms and phrases of interest for translators. In
practice, the English Aide-mémoire is relatively
small, with only 275 terminological entries, and
so for this study, we focus on the French docu-
ment, in its April 28, 2021 version. From this
Microsoft Word document, we manually extracted
1162 term entries, which we annotated for usabil-
ity in computer-assisted translation. We identified
605 (52%) as being “directly usable”: these are
entries of the form (X,Y ), where X is a unique
source-language term, Y is its prescribed transla-
tion in the target language, both of which can be
matched in running text with minimal processing
(see Section 3). In all that follows, we call these

fixed terms. The top section of Table 1 shows ex-
amples of such entries. Of the remaining entries,
235 would require further processing for matching,
such as accounting for morphological variations or
disambiguating context, and 322 are monolingual,
i.e. they only specify either the source or the tar-
get term, along with a full-text explanation (middle
and bottom sections of Table 1, respectively).

Of course, the Aide-mémoire documents do not
contain all the terminology there is in the Hansard.
The number of topics that are addressed in parlia-
ment is huge, and parliamentary translators rou-
tinely need to consult other resources, such as
the TERMIUM Plus1 term bank (Bernier-Colborne
et al., 2017), bilingual concordances, such as
TransSearch2 (Bourdaillet et al., 2010) and various
internal resources.

In all that follows, we use only entries from
the French Aide-mémoire that were identified as
“directly usable”. We refer to this set of entries
as the English–French Parliamentary Fixed Terms,
which we abbreviate PFTef.3

2.2 Bitext
We use the XML-formatted version (original ver-
sion as used by translators) of data from Sessions
39-1 to 43-2 of the Canadian Hansard (House of
Commons),4 crawled from the web.5 All data
is automatically segmented into sentences and
aligned using NLTK tools (Bird and Loper, 2004).

We use this data to build NMT systems, as well
as to test performance on fixed terms. The three
most recent debates (120, 121, & 122) from Ses-
sion 43-2, we use for evaluation. From these, we
set aside 2000 randomly sampled lines for MT
validation and testing; the remaining 10093 lines,
which we refer to as FT-test, we use for evaluating
the handling of terminology.

All the remaining debates are used as training
data for NMT systems (see Table 2). We trained
Transformer models (Vaswani et al., 2017) using
Sockeye (Hieber et al., 2018) version 2.3.14, with
the following modifications to default settings: we
set gradient clipping to absolute, maximum sen-
tence length to 200 tokens, checkpoint intervals to

1https://www.btb.termiumplus.gc.ca
2http://tsrali.com/
3We plan to release the PFTef, test data, and

code at https://github.com/nrc-cnrc/
PFT-ef-EAMT23

4In Session 43-2, we use data from debates 001 to 122.
5https://www.ourcommons.ca/

documentviewer/en/house/latest/hansard



Source term Target term Comment

Fixed terms:
airspace espace aérien
dudeplomacy diplocopinage
human trafficking traite des personnes

Require processing:
intelligence (agency) (organisme de) renseignement Optional parts in parentheses.
bundle the votes regrouper les votes Morphological variants of the verb.
business plan plan d’entreprise/d’activités Depending on if it applies to a company vs. a government.

Informational (monolingual):
Alliés, les with a capital “A” in the context of World Wars I & II.
bien-être social do not use; use aide sociale or assistance sociale (welfare)

ordinary Canadians try to vary: les Canadiens, la population, tout un chacun...

Table 1: Example entries from the Aide-mémoire du service des débats. (Comments are ours.)

1000, we use batches of ∼8192 tokens/words, a
shared vocabulary for source and target, we opti-
mize for BLEU and perform validation on a fixed
set of 1000 sentences.

Corpus EN–FR FR–EN Total

Train 4,152,732 1,415,330 5,679,055
FT-test 7235 2692 10,093

Table 2: Corpus size (lines), with language direction. The
two directions (EN–FR and FR–EN) do not sum to the to-
tal because we exclude certain pieces of boilerplate text for
which translation direction is not specified.

3 Analysis

We begin by examining the frequency with which
the terms of the PFTef appear in the text of the
Hansard. To handle issues of tokenization, we
begin with raw/detokenized text and use NLTK’s
word_tokenize (Bird and Loper, 2004) to tok-
enize the PFTef terms, the Hansard source and ref-
erence, and the (detokenized) MT output. Prior to
tokenization, we perform apostrophe standardiza-
tion,6 though this impacts only a small number of
segments. In this analysis, we restrict ourselves
to the data where the human translation direction
matches the machine translation direction.

There are 605 unique English terms in the PFTef
and 600 unique French terms (599 after apostro-
phe standardization). The PFTef is directional and
intended for English to French translation, so it
is unambiguous in the English to French direc-
tion, and has some minor ambiguities in the French
to English direction. This means that the most
appropriate analysis is in the English–French di-
rection, though we still include some analyses in

6Converting three different characters to one standard.

the French–English direction (with caveats) in Ta-
ble 3.7 In most cases, a sentence contains only
one instance of a particular term, making it easy
to compute whether the term’s translation appears
on the target side or not. In the cases where a
term appears more than once in the source, we
do not perform alignment, but compute a clipped
count: if the term appears n times in the source,
we check how many times its translation appears
in the target, giving credit only up to n (i.e., if it
appeared n + 1 times, we neither penalize nor re-
ward the extra instance). In all cases, the set of
terms appearing in FT-test are a subset of those
in train. Some initial observations are as follows:
both the percentage of terms and the percentage
where the source term’s translation appears in the
corresponding reference are lower for the (less-
appropriate) FR–EN direction; we do not examine
this in depth. Looking at the machine translation
percentages as compared to the reference percent-
ages, we find that the MT produces PFTef target
terms more often than the reference does, although
the gap is not particularly large.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of PFTef term
occurrences in EN–FR training data. Five appear
more than 10,000 times: climate change (14586),
liberal party (16537), first nations (26702), conser-
vatives (53883), and budget (67943).

We focus our attention on the English–French
portion of the FT-test data set. Of the 7235 En-
glish text segments in the sample, 595 (8.2%) con-
tain at least one (lowercase) match to one of the
PFTef terms. As some segments contain more
than one source term, there are a total of 694 in-
stances of source terms in that data set. For 594 of

7In the case of the ambiguous French–English pairs, we
used the final entry as the corresponding term.



Figure 1: Distribution of PFTef source-side term occurrences
in the EN–FR training data.

Corpus % of terms Src. # % ref. % MT

EN–FR
Train 89.4% (541) 376680 78.0% -
FT-test 13.2% (80) 694 85.4% 87.2%

FR–EN
Train 66.3% (397) 120845 81.0% -
FT-test 5.0% (30) 230 75.7% 76.1%

Table 3: PFTef term matches in corpora. The % of terms col-
umn shows what percentage of the full set of unique source
side terms appeared in the corpus (type count in parenthe-
ses). The Src. # column shows raw match counts. The %
ref. column shows the percentage of instances that had both
a source term on the source side and its translation from the
PFTef in the target reference (counts clipped; extra instances
in the target side are neither penalized nor rewarded); the %
MT column shows the same but for MT output.

these instances, we find that the reference transla-
tion uses the corresponding French term from the
PFTef.8 Looking at the remaining 100 term in-
stances, i.e. those for which the reference trans-
lation does not contain the prescribed target term,
we quickly identify that 6 correspond to alignment
errors: as explained in Section 2, our corpus was
segmented and aligned automatically; this process
occasionally produces errors, in the form of badly
segmented and misaligned segments. We discard
the offending segments and their translations (both
reference and MT) for the rest of this analysis.
This leaves us with 94 (13.6%) occurrences of
PFTef terms for which the reference translations do
not use the corresponding target term.

We perform a similar analysis on the machine
translations of the EN–FR FT-test data set. We
find 602 (87.2%) translations that contain the pre-
scribed French term, versus 88 (12.8%) that don’t.

There are various reasons why a prescribed
term might not appear in a translation, including

8Again, when a segment contains multiple matches of the
given source term, we verify that the reference translation
contains at least as many occurrences of the corresponding
target term as of the source term.

a (human or machine) translation error.9 How-
ever, in many cases, a missing term does not im-
ply an error. For example, a translation might
have been formulated in such a way that the en-
tity or notion to which the term refers is referred
to with a paraphrase or a pronoun in the trans-
lation. In other cases, the context may render
the term redundant or superfluous. Sometimes a
term occurrence is actually part of a larger term
within which it should be translated differently;
for example, while the prescribed French transla-
tion for climate change is changement climatique,
the official French name for the “Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change” (IPCC) is “Groupe
d’experts intergouvernemental sur l’évolution du
climat” (GIEC).

To better understand how humans and MT be-
have with regard to PFTef terms, we manually an-
notated a subset of the FT-test data set. We col-
lected all FT-test segments that matched one or
more source terms from the PFTef, but for which
either the reference or the machine translation did
not contain at least one occurrence of the pre-
scribed translation for each matching source term.
In all, there are 123 such source segments, each
with two translations: 28 for which the refer-
ence translation uses the prescribed term but the
MT doesn’t; 40 for which the MT uses the pre-
scribed term but the reference translation doesn’t;
and 55 for which both translations are missing a
prescribed term. In order to get a better balance
between the translations that use the prescribed
terms and those that don’t, we added 49 segments,
randomly selected from FT-test that match both
source and target terms. In all, our annotation
set contains 172 distinct segments, containing 185
source term matches.

For each of the 185 term instances, the refer-
ence and the machine translations were analyzed
to determine whether the matched source term was
correctly translated in the context. The question
that annotators were asked was: “Is the term high-
lighted in the Source rendered correctly in the

9It is worth noting that parliamentary translators are not
always to blame for terminology errors found in the reference
translations. In some cases, the Hansard will contain excerpts
from pre-existing documents, for which an official translation
already exists. Translators are not permitted to fix errors in
these pre-existing translations. In other situations, the fault
may lie with the speaker in the House of Commons which
may have used an incorrect or inexact term; it is then the trans-
lator’s duty to attempt to fix this, by translating the speaker’s
intent rather than their words.



Translation?”10 A first-pass annotation was per-
formed by two of the authors.11 Each annotator
assigned one of three tags to each translation: Cor-
rect, Incorrect, or Unsure. The two annotators then
jointly produced consensus labels by reconciling
their differences together.

All term translations with a Unsure label that
remained after consensus were then submitted to
a second-pass annotation (43 of the 370 transla-
tions). This second pass was done through in-
dividual interviews with three volunteer transla-
tors from the parliamentary service.12 From these
judgments, we assign the majority label.13

Reference MT
target term appears: yes no yes no

Translation is:
Correct 91 78 97 58

Incorrect 0 16 0 30

Table 4: Manual annotation of reference and machine transla-
tions for instances of PFTef source terms. We provide separate
counts for translations that use the corresponding PFTef target
term and those that don’t.

Table 4 reports overall counts of Correct vs.
Incorrect translations, for reference and machine
translations, with and without the prescribed trans-
lated term. When the target term was used in the
translation, the translation of the source term was
always judged to be correct: this was true for both
reference (91/91) and machine (97/97) transla-
tions. We find that reference translations that don’t
use the prescribed term are still overwhelmingly
judged positively by annotators: only 16 of 94 such
reference translations (17%) were labelled as in-
correct. In contrast, 30 of the 88 machine trans-
lations (34%) not using the prescribed target term
were judged to be incorrect.

10The original question was formulated in French as: “Le
terme « X » dans la Source est-il rendu adéquatement dans la
Traduction? (Oui/Non)” with X replaced by the actual term.

11The annotation of the 49 segments in which both trans-
lations contained the target term was performed by a single
annotator.

12This process conforms to the recommendations of our
institution’s Research Ethics Board, who were consulted re-
garding this work.

13In practice, there were 67 Unsure translations. But 24 of
these were deemed similar enough to another example that it
was possible to derive their labels from second-pass annota-
tions once these were completed.

4 Related Work

We now briefly discuss a number of approaches
that have been applied to the problem of handling
fixed terms, including modifications to decoding,
training systems for special behavior, and train-
ing with external lexicons. For a much more ex-
tensive review of approaches to lexicons and ter-
minology resources in NMT, see Yvon and Rauf
(2020). These approaches can be applied indepen-
dently or combined, and each has various strengths
and weaknesses. Decoding modifications, such as
lexically constrained decoding (Hokamp and Liu,
2017; Post and Vilar, 2018) typically come with
strong guarantees (i.e., that the desired term will
appear in the output), do not require the lexicon
to be known in advance, and do not necessarily
require any modification to training procedures.
Downsides to these include that they may be overly
strict (e.g., failing to inflect forms) and that forc-
ing low probability output can harm overall trans-
lation quality (“reference aversion”). There is also
no guarantee that the tokens are in the correct loca-
tion, are produced by translating the correct source
token, or are not concatenated with adjacent to-
kens. Hasler et al. (2018) seek to improve termi-
nology placement in constrained decoding by in-
corporating alignment (via attention) to tie the rel-
evant source tokens to the desired target token out-
put. Susanto et al. (2020) modify the beam search
procedure to enforce translation of words (as spec-
ified in XML-style input) or to perform look-ahead
to ensure they are generated.

Training for special behavior, through place-
holders (Post et al., 2019) or factors (Dinu et al.,
2019) does not require a fixed lexicon in advance,
but it does not offer the same strong guarantees
of producing fixed terms. However, it sometimes
successfully results in correctly inflected terms.
Bergmanis and Pinnis (2021) expand on Dinu et
al. (2019), specifically with the goal of better han-
dling morphological variants.

If a lexicon is fixed in advance, it can be in-
corporated into NMT training (Arthur et al., 2016;
Nguyen and Chiang, 2018), though this does not
hold strong guarantees of lexicon production and
does not generalize to new lexicon entries in the fu-
ture. Exel et al. (2020) compare the approaches in
Dinu et al. (2019) with constrained decoding, and
find that in their use case, this training for specific
behavior “offers a good trade-off for terminology
enforcement in a production setting.” They also



note that even baseline systems had fairly high per-
formance on translation quality, though term trans-
lation did lag behind the specialized systems.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

Our analysis shows that MT is twice as likely
as humans to commit terminology errors in the
Hansard, for terms in the PFTef: when the MT
system does not produce the target term, its term
translation is incorrect approximately 34% of the
time, as compared to 17% reference translations in
the same scenario (see Table 4). This is not surpris-
ing, and clearly, MT researchers still have work
to do. It is, however, useful to put in perspective
the numbers that lead to this conclusion. Our tests
were conducted on a set of 7235 English segments.
Of these, less than 10 percent (694) matched any of
the 605 terms of the PFTef. In the cases where they
did match a term, the MT produced the prescribed
translation in over 85% of its translations. We did
not manually validate the quality of all these trans-
lations, but evidence suggests that it is very un-
likely that any of these contains errors relative to
the PFTef terms (no doubt, they contain other types
of errors). Even when the translation does not use
the prescribed term, two-thirds of machine transla-
tions are adequate with regard to PFTef terminol-
ogy. In the end, we estimate that the MT makes
terminology errors in approximately one out of ev-
ery 250 Hansard segments (0.4%).

In this work we focused on the kinds of “fixed”
fixed terms that could be most easily incorporated
into lexicon-based approaches to NMT fixed term
augmentation. In our setting, this meant excluding
close to half the terms from the translators’ term
bank (48%). In particular, we excluded terms that
would almost always require significant inflection
(e.g., verbs), though some approaches to handling
fixed terms are capable of handling morphological
variation and future work may wish to broaden the
use of terms to more fully capture the kinds of term
banks used by translators, as argued by Bergmanis
and Pinnis (2021). Unlike prior work that has dealt
with fixed terms by enforcing terminology in the
test sets (Alam et al., 2021), we leave the parallel
text as it is, but also examine cases where, even
within our more constrained setting, fixed terms
are not “fixed” in the strictest sense. We observed
situations where they are fluently replaced with
pronouns (to avoid repetition), where the term is
translated differently as part of a larger phrase, and

other such sources of variation. We note that this
may be particular to this corpus and term bank;
a corpus that is heavy on highly-technical termi-
nology (e.g., chemistry, medicine) might have a
greater proportion of terms that are truly fixed.
Thus we encourage researchers and users to check
how “fixed” the terminology is in real text, even if
only at the shallow automatic level.

In light of this, and in a scenario such as ours, it
seems reasonable to ask whether it is worth im-
plementing any of the methods outlined in Sec-
tion 4. To cover only the terms we analyzed here,
most approaches would be suitable. However, we
note that the Aide-mémoire documents are peri-
odically updated, which would require retraining
in the case of approaches that require a known
and fixed terminology in advance.14 Even though
the NMT system made twice as many terminology
errors than the reference text did (when the tar-
get term was not produced), its term translations
were still judged to be adequate the majority of
the time. This raises the question: if we enforced
term translation, what would happen in those sen-
tences? Would the result be just as good, or might
it produce less-fluent translations? As we did not
perform manual evaluation of quality beyond the
terms, this is not a question that our current data
can answer.

One simple alternative to consider is to automat-
ically flag to the translator’s attention those trans-
lations (human or machine) that do not match the
PFTef term when the source segment does. How-
ever, it should be noted that this too has a cost,
not so much in software development, but in main-
tenance of the lexical resources, which must then
be encoded in machine-readable format. This may
include expanding morphological variants, as well
as keeping the machine-readable term bank up-to-
date. This would need to be weighed against the
time spent correcting machine translation errors, as
well as the potential inconvenience or trust loss due
to flags that are false positives. The time needed to
correct MT errors should be weighed against the
time needed to maintain and update the resource
specifically as a tool for the NMT system.

14Note here that we are not putting in question the Aide-
mémoire documents themselves. As pointed out earlier, these
documents are rich in information. They serve an invaluable
role for parliamentary translators in documenting terminolog-
ical decisions and for training newcomer translators to the ser-
vice. Importantly, they are designed for translator use, allow-
ing for information about context and ambiguity that is often
skimmed over in work on “fixed” terms.
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